Friday, May 27, 2022

Miami Trip Notes
I am back from two days in Miami. Man, the hedge fund community in Miami is
thriving! Tons of hedge funds doing well, expanding, opening, hiring, and so on.
Performance seems good, generally, and the mood was sunny. We did a dinner with
Jens Nordvig Wednesday night, so I will go over the broad takeaways from the trip
and also single out some of Jens’ particular views and commentary.

Theme 1: The fed and interest rates
The vibe on rates was pretty subdued as many feel the rates trade has played out
somewhat in the US particularly. Recession odds in the next 18 months were
generally viewed as high to very high and the only real theme in terms of positioning
was small received in the US vs. paid rest of the world.
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Two main scenarios for the Fed were dominant:
1. The scenario that is priced in, which is 50 June, 50 July, then 25 September as
the Fed slows down to gauge its impact on FCI and the real economy. You can
see from the grid below, that is pretty much what is priced in. I show how Fed
pricing has evolved since January as a reminder of just how far we have come
and how small the pullback is from the extreme reached in early May.

The evolution of Fed pricing, January to now
Number of hikes priced for each meeting

Which shape has the
smallest perimeter?

This soothing scenario is contingent on financial conditions remaining tight, CPI
and wages coming off somewhat (important to focus on 3-month changes), and
continued evidence of hiring weakness (higher Initial Claims, etc.)
We can see by the price action this week that the tiniest recalibration of Fed
expectations leads to looser financial conditions and higher oil, and that is why I
am not convinced that scenario holds.
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2. The second scenario is that every time the Fed talks a tiny bit dovish, or the
market recalibrates dovish, oil ratchets higher and FCI loosens and the dance
continues as the Fed sounds more hawkish again and things tighten up and oil
cools. One of the most astounding (and concerning) aspects of the 2022 price
action has to be that risk aversion and global demand destruction have not
impacted the price of oil.
While some might argue this is evidence that the Fed can’t do anything about a
supply side commodity shock, you could also speculate on the counterfactual:
Where would oil be if the Fed hadn’t ripped FCI tighter? I’m not a huge fan of
counterfactuals since you can use them to support whatever bias you had going
in, but really I have no bias here and my guess is that oil would be at $150 if the
Fed was still running the ludicrous policy it was running as recently as February.

You can see in this chart that oil and rates generally move together, though the Russia shock created some noise in
the relationship in March. This chart suggests to me that further rises in oil will make it difficult for us to see further falls
in yields.

US 10-year yield vs. NYMEX crude
Hourly since July 2021

Theme 2: The Death of TINA
Throughout the rip-roaring tech rally of 2016-2021, a common acronym was TINA, which stands for “There Is No
Alternative”. This was the idea that all the innovation and exciting stuff was happening in tech and tech was set to eat
the world. This accelerated in 2021 as the disruptor and Web3 bubbles kicked into high gear and YOLO call buying
created even more upside convexity. Now, TINA is dead.
This is best captured by the ratio of NASDAQ to EAFE equities.
EAFE is an index of 900 stocks from 21 countries that I like to use
more than EEM, because EAFE is more balanced and less Chinacentric. Chinese equities have a litany of weird idiosyncratic risks
like regulation, Xi’s turn away from economic reform, real estate
defaults, and so on. As such EEM isn’t a good proxy for the health
of global demand or global equities. At right is the ratio, back to
2012.
The view in Miami was close to unanimous that this has more to go
(downside). US tech was borderline manic by the time the Fed
dropped transitory and the ratio peaked that same day (!) Talk
about global macro! Amazing.
This end to US equity exceptionalism is one of several reasons there is a growing cohort of USD bears out there. You
can see in the data that global central bank tightening is triggering direct selling of megatech by quasi-governmental
organizations. I looked at the holders of Apple, for example (HDS function on Bloomberg), and sorted by largest change
in position in the past quarter. GPIF (The Japan pension giant) and Norges Bank are the two largest sellers of Apple.
And GPIF was the largest seller of TSLA. We had a generational rally in US tech over the last ten years and the unwind
of that could go anywhere from here.
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Theme 3: Where to invest
If TINA is dead, that means there are alternatives. What are they? One of Jens Nordvig’s main themes at the dinner was
the re-emergence of FX carry. Carry/vol ratios and EMFX valuation strongly support the idea of EM carry as a viable
alternative for medium-term investors. The strong performance of EM in 2022 despite significant tightening in financial
conditions and a stronger USD is evidence that EMFX is more resilient to shocks.
Two other ideas for areas of outperformance:
•

•

European equities. The doom loop brought on by negative rates could reverse as the ECB hikes and this is
bullish EU banks and perhaps (counterintuitively) bullish for European corporates. Negative rates were
depressing profitability and sentiment and creating distortions that will be less problematic if Lagarde and Co.
can manage to get away from the ZLB.
China proxies. Pressure is building on Chinese authorities and Li Keqiang’s comments are spurring a ton of
questions about what the heck is going on in China. Is it possible that Xi is allowing more consensus on economic
issues? If so, that could mean more aggressive stimulus and less draconian tech measures. Bullish KWEB, and
potentially bullish AUD or other China proxies. If everyone says China is uninvestable, maybe that means it’s a
great time to invest there?

Theme 4: What the heck is going on in China?
The most consensus view on the trip was short CNH. Reasons include the carry situation, the overshoot of the CFETS
in 2021, the momentum (which shows authorities are happy with CNH weakness), and some signs of political instability
in China. The preferred expression is short CNH vs. a basket as nobody is raging bullish USD against G10 anymore.
Li Keqiang’s statements on the economy have raised some eyebrows as he seems to be going a little off script.
Furthermore, Keqiang visited Yunnan University last week maskless and that meeting and the masklessness went
unreported by China State media. It looks like a bit of a passive/aggressive power play, but it’s hard to say. In the
meantime, rumors of Xi Jinping’s illness swirl. Jens Nordvig said we cannot rule out that there is infighting and there is
potential for political instability in China going forward. The general vibe at all the meetings was: “Something weird is
going on in China politics, but we don’t know what. Keep this story on the radar.”

Unifying Theme : The anti-2010s
A framework that brings many of the varying discussions and themes in Miami together is that the current environment
is the mirror image of the 2011-2021 period. Gittins pointed this out a few times. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

QE fueled a risk parity trade for the ages. Now QT triggers the unwind.
Secular stagnation is now structural inflation.
Globalization is now deglobalization.
Raging bull in tech is now overvalued megatech unwind.
Lower wages and higher profits have morphed into higher wages and margin squeeze.
Free money is gone, and we have much higher mortgage rates and VC’s struggling to raise cash.

And so on. This is a simple and useful framework, I think. And I don’t think it’s a four-month thing. A secular 10-year
party can deliver a pretty nasty and long-lasting hangover. The economy was highly mean reverting for the past 10 years.
Maybe it is less so now.

Final thoughts and short-term views
Themes that were notably absent: USDJPY (nobody cares about it), gold (too hard to explain it), and strong USD views
(very few USD bulls). Jens’ view was that further upside in the dollar is going to be increasingly difficult (sell USD calls)
but there isn’t a super clear USD-bearish thesis yet. Certainly, the chart breakdowns in the USD are attracting some
technical interest, as is the underperformance of US equities, but there isn’t yet a big cohort of USD shorts out there.
One random tidbit that could be useful: Jens said watch Schnabel on the 25bps vs. 50bps debate at the ECB as he
thinks her vote will carry huge weight in July.
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My view on stocks (bearish) has been wrong this week as the modest change in Fed pricing has triggered a relief rally.
At some point I will give up on the bearish equity view, but not yet. I don’t think Fed pricing can come off much from here
as the price of oil refuses to cooperate and the tech layoffs will take a while to filter through to the data.
If we are in a structural repricing of US equities, which I think we still are, you want to keep selling rallies in stocks. My
GBPJPY and NZDCHF are both smalls out of the money though it could be worse given the explosive move higher in
stocks. I stick with both, while I will admit they feel a bit stale at this particular moment in time. Riding out short squeezes
in bear markets is always a challenge. That’s what I’m trying to do here.
One final point. This Economist cover just came out. If you’re not familiar with my empirical work on the Magazine Cover
Indicator, please click here. This would suggest to me it’s time get bullish on China stimulus!

Have a square weekend.

good luck ⇅ be nimble
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Try Premium Free for 1 Month

I want to touch that sphere

Among all shapes with same area, a circle will always have the smallest
perimeter.
Similarly, for a fixed surface area, a sphere will always have the greater
volume than any other shape.
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Markets and Trading Commentary Disclaimer
This material has been provided by Spectra Markets, LLC (“Spectra Markets”). This material is confidential and
therefore intended for your sole use. You may not reproduce, distribute, or transmit this material or any portion
thereof to anyone without prior written permission from Spectra Markets.
This material is solely for informational and discussion purposes only. Spectra Markets is not a registered
investment advisor or commodity trading advisor. This material should not be viewed as a current or past
recommendation or an offer to sell or the solicitation to enter into a particular position or adopt a particular
investment strategy. Spectra Markets does not provide, and has not provided, any investment advice or personal
recommendation to you in relation to any transaction described in this material. Accordingly, Spectra Markets is
under no obligation to, and shall not, determine the suitability for you of any transaction described in this material.
To be clear: Your individual circumstances have not been assessed. You must determine, on your own behalf or
through independent professional advice, the merits, terms, conditions, risks, and consequences of any
transactions described in this material. Securities described in this material may not be eligible for sale in all
jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. This material may also contain information regarding derivatives
and other complex financial products. Do not invest in such products unless you fully understand and are willing
to assume the risks associated with such products. Neither Spectra Markets nor any of its directors, officers,
employees, representatives, or agents, accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, or consequential
losses (in contract, tort or otherwise) arising from the use of this material or reliance on information contained
herein, to the fullest extent allowed by law.
The opinions expressed in this material represent the current, good faith views of the author at the time of
publication. Any information contained in this material is not and should not be regarded as investment research
or derivatives research as determined by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), the U.S.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), the
National Futures Association (“NFA”) or any other relevant regulatory body. The author is currently employed at a
trading desk. The opinions may not be objective or independent of the interests of the author. Additionally, the
author may have consulted with various trading desks while preparing this material and a trading desk may have
accumulated positions in the financial instruments or related derivatives products that are the subject of this
material.
Spectra Markets does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information presented in this
material. Past performance and simulation data do not necessarily indicate future performance. Predictions,
opinions, and other information contained in this material are subject to change continually and without notice of
any kind and may no longer be true after the date indicated. Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the
date they are made, and Spectra Markets assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, which
change over time. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in forward-looking statements. The
value of any investment may also fluctuate as a result of market changes.
Spectra Markets is affiliated with Spectra FX Solutions LLC, an introducing broker that is registered with the NFA;
Spectra FX Solutions LLP, which is a registered entity with the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority; and SpectrAxe,
LLC, a swap execution facility that is currently in the process of registering with the CFTC. The disclosures for
Spectra FX Solutions LLC and Spectra FX Solutions LLP related to the separate businesses of Spectra FX can be
found at http://www.spectrafx.com/.
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